Abstract. We give a classification up to equivalence of the fine group gradings by abelian groups on the Jordan pairs and triple systems of types bi-Cayley and Albert, under the assumption that the base field is algebraically closed of characteristic different from 2. The associated Weyl groups are computed. We also determine, for each fine grading on the bi-Cayley and Albert pairs, the induced grading on the exceptional simple Lie algebra given by the TitsKantor-Koecher construction.
Introduction and preliminaries
In the classification of simple Jordan pairs ( [L75] ) there are four infinite families and two exceptional cases. The importance of Jordan pairs is due to the TitsKantor-Koecher (TKK) construction, which allows to construct a 3-graded Lie algebra from a Jordan pair, which is simple if and only if so is the Jordan pair. It is also known that a 3-graded Lie algebra determines a Jordan pair. The exceptional simple Jordan pairs, namely, the types bi-Cayley and Albert, allow to construct Lie algebras of types E 6 and E 7 via the TKK construction.
The main goal of this paper is to study and classify fine gradings on Jordan pairs and triple systems of types bi-Cayley and Albert. By grading we usually mean grading by an abelian group, and we always assume that the base field F is algebraically closed of characteristic different from 2, unless otherwise stated. This paper is organized as follows.
In this section, we first give the basic definitions relevant to Jordan pairs and triple systems, and then recall the classification of orbits under the action of the automorphism group of finite-dimensional simple Jordan pairs. Finally, we recall the classification of fine group gradings on the Cayley algebra and on the Albert algebra, which will be used later to construct gradings on the Jordan systems under consideration. A nice reference to study the classification of fine gradings on Cayley and Albert algebras is [EK13] .
In the second section, we introduce the basic definitions concerning gradings on Jordan pairs and triple systems, and prove some general results about such gradings. In particular, we study how the gradings on a Jordan pair induce gradings on the associated Lie algebra given by the TKK construction. We prove, using Peirce decompositions, that fine gradings on finite-dimensional semisimple Jordan pairs have 1-dimensional homogeneous components. We also prove that the trace form behaves well with respect to the gradings on Jordan pairs and triple systems.
In the third section we recall the definition of the bi-Cayley and Albert pairs and triple systems, and introduce some important automorphisms. For the bi-Cayley systems, we describe the automorphism groups and their orbits. A construction of fine gradings on the bi-Cayley and Albert pairs and triple systems is given.
The main goal of the paper is reached in the fourth section, where we classify, up to equivalence, the fine gradings by abelian groups on the bi-Cayley and Albert pairs and triple systems (over an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2).
In the fifth section, we study how the fine gradings on the bi-Cayley and Albert pairs induce gradings on the Lie algebra obtained by means of the TKK construction.
Finally, in the sixth section we compute the Weyl groups of all the fine gradings on the bi-Cayley and Albert pairs and triple systems.
1.1. Jordan pairs and triple systems. We will now recall from [L75] some basic definitions about Jordan pairs and Jordan triple systems.
As already mentioned, we will assume throughout the paper that the ground field F is algebraically closed of characteristic different from 2, unless indicated otherwise. The superscript σ will always take the values + and −, and will be omitted when there is no ambiguity.
Let V + and V − be vector spaces over F, and let Q σ : V σ → Hom (V −σ , V σ ) be quadratic maps. Define trilinear maps, V σ × V −σ × V σ → V σ , (x, y, z) → {x, y, z} σ , and bilinear maps,
, by the formulas (1.1) {x, y, z} σ = D σ (x, y)z := Q σ (x, z)y where Q σ (x, z) = Q σ (x + z) − Q σ (x) − Q σ (z). Note that {x, y, z} = {z, y, x} and {x, y, x} = 2Q(x)y.
We will write x σ to emphasize that x is an element of V σ . Alternatively, we may write (x, y) ∈ V to mean x ∈ V + and y ∈ V − . The map Q σ (x) is also denoted by Q σ x . A (quadratic) Jordan pair is a pair V = (V + , V − ) of vector spaces and a pair (Q + , Q − ) of quadratic maps Q σ : V σ → Hom (V −σ , V σ ) such that the following identities hold in all scalar extensions:
A (linear) Jordan pair is a pair V = (V + , V − ) of vector spaces with trilinear products V σ × V −σ × V σ → V σ , (x, y, z) → {x, y, z} σ , satisfying the following identities:
(LJP1) {x, y, z} σ = {z, y, x}
where D σ (x, y)z = {x, y, z} σ . Note that, under the assumption char F = 2, the definitions of quadratic and linear Jordan pairs are equivalent.
A pair W = (W + , W − ) of subspaces of a Jordan pair V is called a subpair (respectively an ideal) if
. We say that V is simple if its ideals are only the trivial ones and the maps Q σ are nonzero.
A homomorphism h : V → W of Jordan pairs is a pair h = (h + , h − ) of F-linear maps h σ : V σ → W σ such that h σ (Q σ (x)y) = Q σ (h σ (x))h −σ (y) for all x ∈ V σ , y ∈ V −σ . By linearization, this implies h σ ({x, y, z}) = {h σ (x), h −σ (y), h σ (z)} for all x ∈ V σ , y ∈ V −σ . Isomorphisms and automorphisms are defined in the obvious way. The ideals are precisely the kernels of homomorphisms.
A derivation is a pair ∆ = (∆ + , ∆ − ) ∈ End(V + )×End(V − ) such that ∆ σ (Q σ (x)y) = {∆ σ (x), y, x} + Q σ (x)∆ −σ (y) for all x ∈ V σ , y ∈ V −σ . For (x, y) ∈ V, the pair ν(x, y) := (D(x, y), −D(y, x)) ∈ gl(V + ) ⊕ gl(V − ) is a derivation, which is usually called the inner derivation defined by (x, y). It is well-known that Innder (V) := span{ν(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ V} is an ideal of Der (V).
A (quadratic) Jordan triple system is a vector space T with a quadratic map P : T → End(T) such that the following identities hold in all scalar extensions: (QJT1) L(x, y)P (x) = P (x)L(y, x), (QJT2) L(P (x)y, y) = L(x, P (y)x), (QJT3) P (P (x)y) = P (x)P (y)P (x), where L(x, y)z = P (x, z)y and P (x, z) = P (x + z) − P (x) − P (z).
A (linear) Jordan triple system is a vector space T with a trilinear product T × T × T → T, (x, y, z) → {x, y, z}, satisfying the following identities: (LJT1) {x, y, z} = {z, y, x}, Note that, under the assumption char F = 2, the definitions of quadratic and linear Jordan triple systems are equivalent. In a quadratic Jordan triple system, the triple product is given by {x, y, z} = L(x, y)z.
A homomorphism of Jordan triple systems is an F-linear map f : T → T ′ such that f (P (x)y) = P (f (x))f (y) for all x, y ∈ T. The rest of basic concepts, including isomorphisms and automorphisms, are defined in the obvious way. Recall that a linear Jordan algebra J has an associated Jordan triple system T with quadratic product P (x) = U x := 2L 2 x − L x 2 , and similarly, a Jordan triple system T has an associated Jordan pair V = (T, T) with quadratic products Q σ = P .
Peirce decompositions and orbits.
We will now recall some well-known definitions related to Jordan pairs (for more details, see [L75] , [L91a] , [L91b] , [ALM05] ).
An element x ∈ V σ is called invertible if Q σ (x) is invertible, and in this case, x −1 := Q σ (x) −1 x is said to be the inverse of x. The set of invertible elements of V σ is denoted by (V σ ) × . A Jordan pair V is called division pair if V = 0 and every nonzero element is invertible. The pair V is said to be local if the noninvertible elements of V form a proper ideal, say N; in this case, V/N is a division pair.
For a fixed y ∈ V −σ , the vector space V σ with the operators (1.2) x 2 = x (2,y) := Q σ (x)y, U x = U (y)
x := Q σ (x)Q −σ (y), becomes a Jordan algebra, which is denoted by V σ y . An element (x, y) ∈ V is called quasi-invertible if x is quasi-invertible in the Jordan algebra V −1 = 1 + z for some z ∈ V σ , and x y := z is called the quasi-inverse of (x, y). An element x ∈ V σ is called properly quasiinvertible if (x, y) is quasi-invertible for all y ∈ V −σ . The (Jacobson) radical of V is Rad V := (Rad V + , Rad V − ), where Rad V σ is the set of properly quasi-invertible elements of V σ . Note that Rad V is an ideal of V. We say that V is semisimple if Rad V = 0, and V is quasi-invertible or radical if V = Rad V. Of course, finitedimensional simple Jordan pairs are semisimple, and finite-dimensional semisimple Jordan pairs are a direct sum of simple Jordan pairs.
An element x ∈ V σ is called von Neumann regular (or vNr, for short) if there exists y ∈ V −σ such that Q(x)y = x. A Jordan pair is called von Neumann regular if V + and V − consist of vNr elements. A pair e = (x, y) ∈ V is called idempotent if Q(x)y = x and Q(y)x = y. Recall from [L75, Lemma 5.2] that if x ∈ V + is vNr and Q(x)y = x, then (x, Q(y)x) is an idempotent; therefore, every vNr element can be completed to an idempotent. An element x ∈ V σ is called trivial if Q(x) = 0. A Jordan pair V is called nondegenerate if it contains no nonzero trivial elements.
Given a Jordan pair V, a subspace I ⊆ V σ is called an inner ideal if Q σ (I)(V −σ ) ⊆ I. Given an element x ∈ V σ , the principal inner ideal generated by x is defined by [x] := Q(x)V −σ . The inner ideal generated by x ∈ V σ is defined by (x) := Fx + [x].
Theorem 1.1 ([L75, Th. 10.17]). The following conditions on a Jordan pair V with dcc on principal inner ideals are equivalent: i) V is von Neumann regular; ii) V is semisimple; iii) V is nondegenerate.
For any x ∈ V σ and y ∈ V −σ , the Bergmann operator is defined by
B(x, y) = id V σ −D(x, y) + Q(x)Q(y).
In case (x, y) ∈ V is quasi-invertible, the map β(x, y) := (B(x, y), B(y, x) −1 )
is an automorphism, called the inner automorphism defined by (x, y). The inner automorphism group, Inn(V), is the group generated by the inner automorphisms. Recall ([L75, Th. 5.4]) that given an idempotent e = (e + , e − ) of V, the linear operators We recall a few more definitions related to idempotents. Two nonzero idempotents e and f are called orthogonal if f ∈ V 0 (e); this is actually a symmetric relation. An orthogonal system of idempotents is an ordered set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents; it is usually denoted by (e 1 , . . . , e r ) in case it is finite, and there is an associated Peirce decomposition (but we will not use this more general version). An orthogonal system of idempotents is called maximal if it is not properly contained in a larger orthogonal system of idempotents. It is known that a finite sum of pairwise orthogonal idempotents is again an idempotent. A nonzero idempotent e is called primitive if it cannot be written as the sum of two nonzero orthogonal idempotents. We say that e is a local idempotent (respectively a division idempotent ) if V 2 (e) is a local pair (respectively a division pair). In general, division idempotents are local, and local idempotents are primitive. If V is semisimple, then the local idempotents are exactly the division idempotents. A frame is a maximal set among orthogonal systems of local idempotents. Two frames of a simple finite-dimensional Jordan pair have always the same number of idempotents; that number of idempotents is called the rank of V (see [L75, Def. 15 .18]), and we have:
. Let V be a simple finite-dimensional Jordan pair over an algebraically closed field F. Let (c 1 , . . . , c r ) and (e 1 , . . . , e r ) be frames of V. Then there exists an inner automorphism g of V such that g(c i ) = e i for i = 1, . . . , r.
Let V be a semisimple Jordan pair and x ∈ V σ . The rank of x, rk(x), is defined as the supremum of the lenghts of all finite chains
where each x i belongs to the inner ideal (x) = Fx + [x] generated by x, and the length of the chain is the number of strict inclusions (for more details, see [L91a] ). Hence, given a chain of length n = rk(x), we have x 0 = 0 and [x n ] = [x]. Two elements x, z ∈ V σ are called orthogonal (x ⊥ z) if they are part of orthogonal idempotents, i.e., x = e σ and z = c σ for some orthogonal idempotents e and c. For any x, z ∈ V σ , rk(x + z) ≤ rk(x) + rk(z); and in case that x and z have finite rank, the equality holds if and only if x ⊥ z ([L91a, Th. 3]). Recall from [L91b] that the capacity of a Jordan pair V, κ(V), is the infimum of the cardinalities of all finite sets of orthogonal division idempotents whose Peirce-0-space is zero (if there are no such idempotents, the capacity is +∞).
Recall that if e = (x, y) is an idempotent, then rk(x) = rk(y) ([L91a, Cor. 1 of Th. 3]), and this common value will be called the rank of e. In general, if rk(x) < ∞, then rk(x) = κ(V 2 (e)) ([L91a, Proposition 3]); hence, x has rank 1 if and only if V 2 (e) is a division pair (i.e., the division idempotents are exactly the rank 1 idempotents), and since F is algebraically closed, this is equivalent to the condition im Q x = Fx (see [L75, Lemma 15.5] ).
An element x ∈ V σ is called diagonalizable if there exist orthogonal division idempotents d 1 , . . . , d t such that x = d σ 1 +· · ·+d σ t , and it is called defective if Q y x = 0 for all rank one elements y ∈ V −σ . The only element which is both diagonalizable and defective is 0. If V is simple, every element is either diagonalizable or defective ([L91a, Cor. 1]). The defect of V is Def(V) := (Def(V + ), Def(V − )), where Def(V σ ) denotes the set of defective elements of V σ . For the definition of the generic trace of V, which is a bilinear map
. Let V be a semisimple finite-dimensional Jordan pair over an algebraically closed field F. The defect is the kernel of the generic trace t in the sense that
In this paper we only consider the case with char F = 2, and in this case the defect of a semisimple Jordan pair is always zero (see [L91a, Theorem 2]). Proposition 1.4 ([ALM05, 1.9.(a)]). Let V be a simple finite-dimensional Jordan pair of rank r over an algebraically closed field and such that Def(V) = 0, and let σ ∈ {±}. Then the automorphism group Aut V and the inner automorphism group Inn V have the same orbits on V σ , and these orbits are described as follows: two elements x, y ∈ V σ belong to the same orbit if and only if rk(x) = rk(y). Hence there are r + 1 orbits, corresponding to the possible values 0, . . . , r of the rank function. Remark 1.6. Given a finite-dimensional semisimple Jordan pair V, each idempotent e of rank r decomposes as a sum of r orthogonal idempotents of rank 1 (see [L91a, Cor. 2 of Th. 1]). By (1.4), we also have V σ 2 (e) = im Q e σ , so the rank of e in V coincides with the rank of e in V 2 (e).
Furthermore, if V is simple, all sets consisting of n orthogonal idempotents e 1 , . . . , e n of fixed ranks r 1 , . . . , r n , respectively, are in the same orbit under the automorphism group. Indeed, first note that the Peirce subpaces V 2 (e i ) are semisimple Jordan pairs (because the vNr property is inherited by these subpairs and by Theorem 1.1); hence the idempotent e i decomposes as sum of r i orthogonal idempotents e i,1 , . . . , e i,ri of rank 1 in the corresponding Peirce subspace V 2 (e i ), and it suffices to apply Theorem 1.2. In particular, idempotents of rank r are in the same orbit.
1.3. Gradings on Cayley and Albert algebras. We assume that the reader is familiar with Hurwitz algebras, i.e., unital composition algebras (for a basic introduction see [ZSSS82, Chap. 2]), and also with the exceptional Jordan algebra, usually called the Albert algebra (see [J68] ). A classification of gradings on Hurwitz algebras was given in [Eld98] . On the other hand, a classification of gradings on the Albert algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2 was obtainded in [EK12a] . The reader may consult [EK13, Chapters 4 and 5].
Recall that a composition algebra is an algebra C (not necessarily associative) with a quadratic form n : C → F, called the norm, which is nondegenerate and multiplicative. The 8-dimensional Hurwitz algebras are called Cayley algebras or octonion algebras. Since our field F is algebraically closed, there is only one Cayley algebra up to isomorphism, which will be denoted by C. The standard involution of a Hurwitz algebra is given by x →x := n(x, 1)1 − x, where n(x, y) = n(x + y) − n(x) − n(y).
Recall that, as char F = 2, there are two fine gradings up to equivalence on C, which are a Z 2 -grading, also called Cartan grading, and a Z 3 2 -grading. (In case that char F = 2, the Cartan grading is the only fine grading up to equivalence on C.) There is a homogeneous basis associated to the Cartan grading (often called good basis or canonical basis by other autors), which will be referred to as Cartan basis, and the product for this basis is given by the next table:
The decomposition C = Fe 1 ⊕ Fe 2 ⊕ U ⊕ V , with U = span{u 1 , u 2 , u 3 } and V = span{v 1 , v 2 , v 3 }, is the Peirce decomposition associated to the idempotents e 1 and e 2 . Note that the elements of the Cartan basis are isotropic for the norm, and paired as follows: n(e 1 , e 2 ) = 1 = n(u i , v i ), n(e i , u j ) = n(e i , v j ) = n(u j , v k ) = 0 for any i = 1, 2 and j = k = 1, 2, 3, and n(u i , u j ) = n(v i , v j ) = 0 for any i, j = 1, 2, 3. The degree of the Cartan grading is defined by deg(e 1 ) = 0 = deg(e 2 ), deg(
On the other hand, any homogeneous orthonormal basis {x i } 8 i=1 of C associated to the Z 3 2 -grading (this grading only exists if char F = 2 and can be obtained applying three times the Cayley-Dickson doubling process, see [Eld98] for the construction), will be called a Cayley-Dickson basis of C, and we will usually assume that
are Cayley-Dickson bases, then there exist some ϕ ∈ Aut C, signs s i ∈ {±1} and permutation σ of the indices such that ϕ(x i ) = s i y σ(i) .
Also, recall that C with the new product x * y :=xȳ is called the para-Cayley algebra, which is sometimes denoted byC.
The Albert algebra A is defined as the hermitian 3 × 3-matrices over C, that is
where
, where X · Y denotes the usual product of matrices. Then, E i are orthogonal idempotents with E i = 1, and
where the subscripts are taken modulo 3.
) of the Albert algebra satisfies the degree 3 equation
where the linear form T (called the trace), the quadratic form S, and the cubic form N (called the norm) are given by:
(1.7)
The Albert algebra A has a Freudenthal adjoint given by
There are four fine gradings up to equivalence on A, with universal groups: Z
4
(the Cartan grading), Z (the last one does not occur if char F = 3). We recall the construction of these gradings now.
Let B 1 = {e i , u j , v j | i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3} be a Cartan basis of C. We will call the basis {E i , ι i (x) | x ∈ B 1 , i = 1, 2, 3} a Cartan basis of A. The Z 4 -grading on A is defined using this basis as follows:
for i = 1, 2, 3 mod 3, and where
be a Cayley-Dickson basis of C with degree map deg C . The Z 5 2 -grading on A is constructed by imposing that the elements of the basis {E i , ι i (x) | x ∈ B 2 , i = 1, 2, 3} are homogeneous with:
Take i ∈ F with i 2 = −1. The Z × Z 3 2 -grading on A is constructed using the following elements of A:
for any a ∈ C 0 = {y ∈ C | tr(y) = 0} and x ∈ C, where the product is: (1.11)
for any x, y ∈ C and a, b ∈ C 0 . Fix a Cayley-Dickson basis B 2 of C, with degree map deg C . The degree map of the Z × Z 3 2 -grading is given by:
for homogeneous x ∈ C and a ∈ C 0 .
Finally, we recall the construction of the Z 3 3 -grading on A. Let ω be a cubic root of 1 in F. Consider the order 3 automorphism τ of C given by e i → e i for i = 1, 2 and
, and x ∈ C. Then, the Z 3 3 -grading is determined by the homogeneous generators
2. Generalities about gradings 2.1. Gradings on Jordan pairs and triple systems. Let V = (V + , V − ) be a Jordan pair and let S be a set. Given two decompositions of vector spaces Γ σ : 
t be two set gradings on a Jordan pair V. We say that Γ is a refinement of Γ, or that Γ is a coarsening of Γ, if for any s ∈ S there is t ∈ T such that V Let G be an abelian group. Given two decompositions Γ σ :
g+h+k for any g, h, k ∈ G and σ ∈ {+, −}. A set grading by a set S on V will be called realizable as a group grading, or a group grading, if S is contained in some abelian group G such that the subspaces V σ g := V σ s for g = s ∈ S and V σ g := 0 for g / ∈ S define a G-grading. In this paper, by a grading we will mean a group grading. In particular, a grading is called fine if it has no proper refinements in the class of group gradings. We will not consider gradings by nonabelian groups.
Let Γ be a set grading on V. The universal group of Γ, which is denoted by U(Γ), is defined as the abelian group generated by Supp Γ with the relations s 1 +s 2 +s 3 = s when 0 = {V Suppose that a group grading Γ on V admits a realization as a G 0 -grading for some abelian group G 0 . Then G 0 is isomorphic to the universal group of Γ if and only if for any other realization of Γ as a G-grading there is a unique homomorphism G 0 → G that restricts to the identity on Supp Γ.
Given a G-grading Γ on V and a group homomorphism α : G → H, we define the induced H-grading α Γ determined by setting V
Γ is a coarsening of Γ. In case Γ is given by its universal group, i.e., G = U(Γ), then any coarsening of Γ (in the class of group gradings) is of the form α Γ for some homomorphism α : U(Γ) → H.
Example 2.1. Consider the Jordan pair V = (F, F) associated to the Jordan algebra J = F, i.e., with products U x (y) = x 2 y for x, y ∈ F. Then, the trivial grading on V has universal group Z 2 and support {1}. On the other hand, for a nonzero Jordan pair with zero product, the trivial grading has universal group Z and support {1}. In that case, Γ 1 and Γ 2 are said to be equivalent. Given a G-grading Γ on V, the automorphism group of Γ, Aut(Γ), is the group of self-equivalences of Γ. The stabilizer of Γ, Stab(Γ), is the group of G-automorphisms of Γ, i.e., the group of automorphisms of V that fix the homogeneous components. The diagonal group of Γ, Diag(Γ), is the subgroup of Stab(Γ) consisting of the automorphisms that act by multiplication by a nonzero scalar on each homogeneous component. The Weyl group of Γ is the quotient group W(Γ) = Aut(Γ)/ Stab(Γ), which can be regarded as a subgroup of Sym(Supp Γ) and also of Aut(U(Γ)).
Proposition 2.2. Let Γ be a fine grading on a Jordan pair V and let G be its universal group. Then, there is a group homomorphism π :
′ is a refinement of Γ. But Γ is fine, so Γ ′ and Γ have the same homogeneous components. Since G = U(Γ), there is a (unique) homomorphism φ :
σ g for all g ∈ G and σ ∈ {+, −}. Therefore, φ has the form φ(g) = (g, π(g)) for some homomorphism π :
Let T be a Jordan triple system and S a set. Consider a decomposition Γ : T = s∈S T s . We call Γ an S-grading if, for any s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ∈ S, there is s ∈ S such that {T s1 , T s2 , T s3 } ⊆ T s .
Let G be an abelian group and consider a decomposition Γ : T = g∈G T g . We say that Γ is a G-grading if {T g , T h , T k } ⊆ T g+h+k for any g, h, k ∈ G. A set grading is said to be realizable as a group grading, or a group grading, if S is contained in some abelian group G such that the subspaces T g := T s for g = s ∈ S and T g := 0 for g / ∈ S define a G-grading. The rest of definitions about gradings on Jordan triple systems are analogous to those given for graded Jordan pairs. 
Let J be a Jordan algebra. Consider its associated Jordan pair V = (J, J) and Jordan triple system T = J. Then, any G-grading Γ on J is a G-grading on T. In the same way, any G-grading Γ on T (or on J) induces a G-grading on V, given by (Γ, Γ). We say that a G-grading Γ on V is a G-grading on J (respectively on T) when Γ equals (Γ, Γ) for some G-grading Γ on J (respectively on T).
Notice that ϕ 1 ϕ 2 = ϕ 1 ϕ 2 and 1 V = 1 V , so ∈ Aut(Aut(V)). Moreover, ϕ = ϕ and Aut(T) = {ϕ ∈ Aut(V) | ϕ = ϕ}. We can consider, with natural identifications, that Aut(J) ≤ Aut(T) ≤ Aut(V). Let Γ J be a G-grading on a Jordan algebra J and Γ T the same G-grading on the Jordan triple system T = J. Since Aut(J) ≤ Aut(T), we have Aut(Γ J ) ≤ Aut(Γ T ) and Stab(Γ J ) ≤ Stab(Γ T ). Thus,
In the same manner, if Γ T is G-grading on a Jordan triple system T and Γ V = (Γ T , Γ T ) is the induced G-grading on the associated Jordan pair V, we have natural identifications:
Let Γ be a G-grading on a Jordan pair V with degree deg. Fix g ∈ G. For any homogeneous elements x + ∈ V + and y . Similarly, if Γ is a G-grading on a Jordan triple system T and g ∈ G has order 2, we can define the g-shift Γ [g] with the new degree deg g (x) := deg(x) + g.
A nice introduction to affine group schemes, including the relation between gradings on algebras and their automorphism group schemes, can be found in [EK13, Section 1.4 and Appendix A]; note that these results also hold for Jordan pairs, and we will use them in this section without mentioning.
Definition 2.4. If A is an algebra and R is an associative commutative unital F-algebra, we will denote the R-algebra A ⊗ R by A R . Denote by Aut(A) the automorphism group scheme of A, so that Aut(A)(R) = Aut R (A R ). Recall that G-gradings on A correspond to morphisms G D → Aut(A). The morphism corresponding to a grading Γ will be denoted by η Γ . For any R-point f ∈ G D (R), f is a group homomorphism G → R × , and η Γ (f ) is defined by
for any g ∈ G, x g ∈ A g and r ∈ R. We will use similar notations for Jordan pairs and triple systems.
Note that the homogeneous components of a grading Γ are, in a way, the eigenspaces of the action of G D via η Γ . The following result is a generalization of [N85, Theorem 3.7(a), Eq. (1)] to the case of affine group schemes and char F = 2.
Theorem 2.5. Let J be a finite-dimensional central simple Jordan F-algebra with associated Jordan triple system T. There is an isomorphism of affine group schemes Aut(T) ≃ Aut(J) × µ 2 . This result also holds if F is not algebraically closed.
Proof. Recall that the product of T is given by {x, y, z} := x(yz) + z(xy) − (xz)y. Denote by T − the Lie triple system associated to J, that is,
. From the identities (x, y, z) = −(z, y, x) and (x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y) = 0 we obtain that Z(
, and hence ϕ(R1) = R1. In particular, ϕ(1) = r1 for some r ∈ R. Since ϕ is bijective, there is some s ∈ R such that 1 = ϕ(s1) = sϕ(1) = sr1, which shows that r ∈ R × . On the other hand, we have r1 = ϕ(1) = ϕ({1, 1, 1}) = {ϕ(1), ϕ(1), ϕ(1)} = r 3 1 with r ∈ R × , which implies that r 2 = 1, that is r ∈ µ 2 (R). Recall that the automorphisms of a Jordan algebra J are exactly the automorphisms of the associated Jordan triple system T J that fix the unit 1 of J. Indeed, if f ∈ Aut(T J ) with f (1) = 1, then, since {x, 1, z} = xz for all x, z ∈ J, we have
Note that the map δ r : x → rx is an order 2 automorphism of T R and δ r ϕ(1) = 1, so that δ r ϕ ∈ Aut R (J R ). Hence ϕ = δ r ψ = ψδ r with ψ ∈ Aut R (J R ). We conclude
Corollary 2.6. Let J be a finite-dimensional central simple Jordan F-algebra with associated Jordan triple system T. Then, the map that sends a G-grading on J to the same G-grading on T gives a bijective correspondence from the equivalence classes of gradings on J to the equivalence classes of gradings on T.
Proof. Let Γ be a G-grading on T and η Γ : G D → Aut(T) its associated morphism. Consider the projection morphism π : Aut(J)×µ 2 → Aut(J) and the isomorphism f : Aut(T) → Aut(J) × µ 2 of Theorem 2.5. Also, note that the elements of µ 2 (R) are identified with the scalar automorphisms of T R of the form r1 with r ∈ R × and r 2 = 1, which implies that the composition π Remark 2.7. Note that fine gradings on T correspond to maximal quasitori of Aut(T), which are the direct product of a maximal quasitorus of Aut(J) and µ 2 .
Corollary 2.8. Let J be a finite-dimensional central simple Jordan F-algebra with associated Jordan triple system T. Let Γ J be a G-grading on J and Γ T the same
Proof. From Theorem 2.5 we know that Aut(T) ∼ = Aut(J)×{±1}. Hence Aut(Γ T ) ∼ = Aut(Γ J ) × {±1} and the result follows.
Proposition 2.9. Let J be a Jordan F-algebra with unity 1, and let T be its associated Jordan triple system. Let Γ be a G-grading on T. If J is central simple, then 1 is homogeneous. Moreover, if G = U(Γ) and 1 is homogeneous, then deg(1) has order 2.
Proof. We know that 1 is invariant under Aut(J). Hence, if J is central simple, F1 is invariant under Aut(T) = Aut(J) × µ 2 , and also under G D for any G-grading (where G D acts via the morphism η Γ : G D → Aut(T) producing the grading). In consequence, 1 is homogeneous.
Suppose now that G = U(Γ) and that 1 is homogeneous. Note that the trivial grading on T has universal group Z 2 and support {1}. Since G = U(Γ), the trivial grading is induced from Γ by some epimorphism ϕ : U(Γ) → Z 2 . Since ϕ sends all elements of the support to1, deg(1) has at least order 2. On the other hand, U 1 (1) = 1 implies that 2 deg(1) = 0, and we can conclude that deg(1) has order 2.
Remark 2.10. Given a unital Jordan algebra J with associated Jordan triple system T and a grading Γ on T, it is not true in general that 1 is homogeneous. For example, take J = T = F × F and consider the Z 2 2 -grading on T given by T (1,0) = F × 0 and
Proposition 2.11. Let J be a Jordan F-algebra with unity 1, and G an abelian group. Consider the associated Jordan pair V = (J, J). If Γ is a set grading on V such that 1
, and if in addition Γ is fine we also have that U(Γ) is isomorphic to U(Γ J ) × Z.
Proof. Let Γ be a set grading on V with 1 + homogeneous. Since U 1 + (y − ) = y + for any y, the homogeneous components of V + and V − coincide. But from {x, 1, z} = xz with char F = 2, it follows that Γ induces a set grading on J = V + , where
can be regarded as a U(Γ)-grading and also as an H-grading; and similarly Γ J can be regarded as a U(Γ J )-grading and as an H-grading. By the universal property of the universal group, the H-grading Γ J is induced from the U(Γ J )-grading Γ J by an homomorphism ϕ 1 : U(Γ J ) → H that restricts to the identity in the support. On the other hand, the U(
V that is a coarsening of Γ, and therefore (Γ J , Γ J ) is induced from Γ by some epimorphism ϕ :
by ϕ 2 , and also that ϕ 2 is an epimorphism which is the identity in the support. Since each epimorphism ϕ i is the identity in the support, both compositions ϕ 1 ϕ 2 and ϕ 2 ϕ 1 must be the identity and hence U(Γ J ) ∼ = H.
Assume now that Γ is fine and denote by Γ H the grading
where the element g 0 has infinite order. The H-grading Γ H can be regarded as an H × g 0 -grading (because Γ is fine and by Proposition 2.2), and in consequence the shift (Γ H ) [g0] defines an H × g 0 -grading where deg(1
is a coarsening of the U(Γ)-grading Γ (because Γ is fine), by the universal property there is an epimorphism U(Γ) = H, g → H × g 0 that sends −g → g 0 and fixes the elements of H. In consequence, H ∩ g = 0, g ∼ = Z, and we can conclude that
Proposition 2.12. Let J be a Jordan F-algebra with unity 1, and G an abelian group. Consider the associated Jordan triple system T. If Γ is a set grading on T such that 1 is homogeneous, then Γ induces a set grading on J. If Γ is a G-grading on T such that 1 is homogeneous, then the shift
, and if in addition Γ is fine we also have that
Proof. Let Γ is a set grading on T with 1 homogeneous; since {x, 1, z} = xz with char F = 2 it follows that Γ induces a set grading on J. Assume from now on that Γ is a G-grading on T with 1 homogeneous of degree g. Proposition 2.9 shows that g has order 1 or 2. Hence the shift Γ
[g] defines a G-grading on T with degree
. The rest of the proof follows using the same arguments of the proof of Proposition 2.11, but using T instead of the Jordan pair V = (J, J).
2.2.
Gradings induced by the TKK construction. Let V be a Jordan pair. Recall that the inner derivations are defined by ν(x, y) :
defined by the TKK construction, due to Tits, Kantor and Koecher (see [CS11] and references therein). That is,
and the multiplication is given by
. This 3-grading will be called the TKK-
Consider a Jordan pair V with associated Lie algebra L = TKK(V). Let Γ be a G-grading on V. For each homogeneous x ∈ V + g and y ∈ V − h , D(x, y) is a graded endomorphism of V + of degree g + h, and similarly for
g+h ∀h ∈ G}, and we can extend Γ to a TKK-
Theorem 2.13. Let V be a Jordan pair with associated Lie algebra L = TKK(V), and let G be an abelian group. Then, the maps E G and R G are inverses of each other. Coarsenings are preserved by the correspondence, i.e., given a G i -grading
Proof. By construction, E G and R G are inverses of each other.
Assume that Γ 2 = α Γ 1 for some homomorphism α :
, by restriction we obtain Γ 2 = α Γ 1 . We have proved that coarsenings are preserved.
Consider Γ = E G (Γ) with G = U(Γ). Note that U(Γ) and U( Γ) are generated by Supp Γ. Since the U( Γ)-grading Γ restricts to Γ as a U( Γ)-grading, there is a unique homomorphism G = U(Γ) → U( Γ) that is the identity in Supp Γ; conversely, Γ extends to Γ as a G-grading, so there is a unique homomorphism U( Γ) → G that is the identity in Supp Γ (and in Supp Γ); therefore the compositions U( Γ) → G → U( Γ) and G → U( Γ) → G are the identity map, and G = U( Γ).
Suppose again that Γ = E G (Γ). Note that if Γ is fine in the class of TKKcompatible gradings, then the supports of L 0 , L 1 and L −1 are disjoint and therefore Γ is also fine as a grading in the class of gradings of L. Now, note that Γ is a fine Ggrading on V with G = U(Γ) if and only if Γ satisfies the following property: if Γ = α Γ 0 for some G 0 -grading Γ 0 , where G 0 is generated by Supp Γ 0 , and G is generated by Supp Γ, and α : G 0 → G is an homomorphism, then α is an isomorphism. The same is true for TKK-compatible gradings. Since the coarsenings are preserved in the correspondence, so does this property, and therefore, Γ is fine and G = U(Γ) if and only if Γ is fine and G = U( Γ).
Remark 2.14. The fact that Γ = E G (Γ) with G = U( Γ), in general, does not imply that G = U(Γ). We will show this now.
First, take a G-grading Γ V on a Jordan pair V such that there are nonzero elements in Supp L 0 for Γ V = E G (Γ V ), and assume that G = U(Γ V ) (it is not hard to find examples satisfying this). By Theorem 2.13, G = U( Γ V ). Now, consider the Jordan pair W = V⊕ V ′ given by two copies of V. There is a G× G-grading Γ on W, where
Besides, U(Γ) = G × G, so by Theorem 2.13, we have U( Γ) = G× G too, where Γ = E G×G (Γ). It suffices to find a proper coarsening Γ 1 of Γ such that the restricted grading on W has the same homogeneous components as Γ. Actually, if
where Γ is regarded as a G 1 -grading) would be a proper coarsening of Γ = E U(Γ) (Γ), and therefore G 1 ≇ U(Γ).
Consider the G×Z-grading
g . Then, Γ 1 and Γ have the same homogeneous components. The extension
This proves the claim of the Remark.
, and this formula indeed defines an automorphism ϕ of L. Then, we can identify Aut V with a subgroup of AutL, and so we have Aut Γ ≤ Aut Γ and Stab Γ ≤ Stab Γ. We can also identify W(Γ) ≤ W( Γ). Indeed,
But although W(Γ) ≤ W( Γ), these Weyl groups do not coincide in general, at least for the bi-Cayley and Albert Jordan pairs. Actually, we will see that their fine gradings are, up to equivalence, of the form Γ = (Γ + , Γ − ), where Γ + and Γ − have the same homogeneous components, and hence there is an order 2 automorphism of L that interchanges V + ↔ V − and belongs to Aut Γ \ Aut Γ, so W(Γ) < W( Γ).
2.3. Some facts about gradings on semisimple Jordan pairs.
Remark 2.15. Notice that, as a consequence of Equation (1.4), the Peirce spaces associated to an idempotent e define a Z-grading Γ where the subspace V σ i has degree σ(i + 1), and Supp Γ = {±1, ±2, ±3}. If a Jordan pair V has a G-grading Γ, an idempotent e = (e + , e − ) of V will be called homogeneous if e σ is homogeneous in V σ for each σ. In that case, we have deg(e + ) + deg(e − ) = 0, which implies that the projections E σ i = E σ i (e) are homogeneous maps of degree 0, and therefore the Peirce spaces
If in addition the graded Jordan pair V is semisimple, then any nonzero homogeneous element x = e σ ∈ V σ g can be completed to a homogeneous idempotent e = (e + , e − ) ∈ V; indeed, we can take a homogeneous element y ∈ V −σ −g such that Q x y = x (because V is vNr and the quadratic products are homogeneous maps), and in consequence e = (e + , e − ) with e −σ := Q y x is a homogeneous idempotent.
Since homogeneous elements are completed to homogeneous idempotents and these produce graded Peirce subspaces, it follows that we can always choose a maximal orthogonal system of idempotents whose elements happen to be homogeneous. ), that is semisimple by 1).
3) Let Γ be fine and assume by contradiction that dim V σ g > 1, where we can assume without loss of generality that σ = +. Then, the subpair
) is semisimple by 1). By Theorem 1.1, W is nondegenerate, so we can consider the rank function. We can take an element x ∈ W + of rank 1 in W (but not necessarily in V), and complete it to an idempotent e = (x, y) of W. As in Remark 2.15, the Peirce spaces of the Peirce decomposition associated to e are the homogeneous components of a Z-grading on V, which is compatible with Γ because the Peirce spaces are graded with respect to Γ. Thus, combining the Z-grading with Γ we get a G × Z-grading that refines Γ, given by V
g and the refinement is proper, which contradicts that Γ is fine.
The next Corollary is a nice application of the above results to the study of gradings on Jordan algebras.
Corollary 2.17. Let J be a finite-dimensional semisimple Jordan algebra and Γ a fine G-grading on J with dim J 0 = 1. Then, all the homogeneous components of Γ have dimension 1.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that some homogeneous component has dimension bigger than 1. Consider the Jordan pair V = (J, J) and let Γ = (Γ, Γ) be the induced G-grading on V. Since some component of Γ has dimension bigger than 1, we can refine Γ to a fine grading Γ ′ on V, which will have all components of dimension 1. Then, by Proposition 2.11, the shift Γ ′[g] for g = − deg(1 + ) restricts to a group grading on J, which is a proper refinement of Γ, a contradiction.
Some examples of homogeneous bilinear forms are given by trace forms: this is the case of gradings on Hurwitz algebras, matrix algebras, and the Albert algebra. Other well-known example is the Killing form of a graded semisimple Lie algebra. The generic trace plays the same role for graded Jordan pairs and graded triple systems.
Proposition 2.18. Let V be a finite-dimensional simple Jordan pair. Then, the generic trace of V is homogeneous for any grading on V.
Proof. Suppose that V is G-graded. We know by [L75, Proposition 16.7 ] that the minimal polynomial m(T, X, Y ) of a finite-dimensional Jordan pair V is invariant by the automorphism group scheme Aut(V). Hence the generic trace t is Aut(V)-invariant, i.e., t(ϕ
R and R an associative commutative unital F-algebra. In particular, if we take the group algebra R = FG we can consider the automorphism ϕ of V R given by ϕ σ (v σ g ⊗ 1) = v σ g ⊗ g for each σ = ± and each homogeneous element v σ g ∈ V σ g . In order to avoid confusion, the binary operation in G will be denoted multiplicatively here. Now, fix homogeneous elements v
On the one hand, we know that t(ϕ 
Since t is homogeneous, the subspace ker(t x ) is graded too; we will use this fact in some proofs later on.
Exceptional Jordan pairs and triple systems
In this section we first recall the definitions of the well-known Jordan pairs and triple systems of types bi-Cayley and Albert. We also give examples of gradings on these Jordan systems and compute their universal groups. These examples will be used in the following section to classify the gradings up to equivalence. σ . Let n be the norm of C. The quadratic form q : B → F, q((x 1 , x 2 )) := n(x 1 )+n(x 2 ), will be called the norm of B. The nondegenerate bilinear form defined by t : B × B → F, t(x, y) = n(x 1 , y 1 ) + n(x 2 , y 2 ) for x = (x 1 , x 2 ), y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ B (i.e., t is the linearization of q) will be called the trace of B.
Denote by V
12
A the Jordan subpair (V A ) 1 (e) of the Peirce decomposition
Proposition 3.2. The quadratic and triple products of V
A are given by:
Proof. Take x, y ∈ ι 1 (C) ⊕ ι 2 (C)
so we get
we obtain the first expression, and its linearization is the second one. 
Since the products of V B and V
A are proportional, it is clear that V B is a Jordan pair and the map V 12 2x 2 ) is an isomorphism of Jordan pairs if char F = 2. We also define the bi-Cayley triple system as the Jordan triple system T B := B associated to the bi-Cayley pair V B , so its quadratic and triple products are defined as for V B .
, which is known to be a simple Jordan pair (see [L75] ). The quadratic products are given by Q x (y) = x(y * x), where y * denotes y trasposed with coefficients in the opposite algebra. Considering elements in C, we can write:
where we have omitted some parentheses using the alternativity of C.
Although the following result is probably known, the author does not know of a reference, so we include the proof.
Proposition 3.5. The Jordan pairs V B and M 1×2 are isomorphic.
Proof. There is an isomorphism ϕ = (ϕ + , ϕ − ) : V B → M 1×2 given by:
Indeed,
The generic trace form of V A is given by T (x, y) := T (xy) where T is the trace form of A ([L75, 17.10]), and the generic trace form of M 1×2 is given by tr(xy * ) = tr(x 1 y 1 + x 2 y 2 ) ([L75, 17.9]), where tr denotes the trace of C. Thus, applying the isomorphism in Proposition 3.5, we get that the generic trace of V B is the bilinear form t = n ⊥ n, that is, t(x + , y − ) = n(x 1 , y 1 ) + n(x 2 , y 2 ) for x = (x 1 , x 2 ), y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ B. (Note that t = 1 4 T | V B .) Also, we will refer to t, respectively to T , as the trace of T B , respectively of T A .
Lemma 3.6. For any grading on the Jordan pairs and triple systems of types bi-Cayley or Albert, the trace is homogeneous.
Proof. Consequence of Proposition 2.18 and the fact that gradings on a triple system extend to gradings on the associated Jordan pair.
3.2. Some automorphisms. In order to study the gradings on the Jordan pairs and triple systems under consideration, we will need to use some automorphisms defined in this section.
Notation 3.7. Recall that for any automorphism ϕ = (ϕ + , ϕ − ) of V B or V A , the pair (ϕ − , ϕ + ) is also an automorphism, which we denote by ϕ. Denote byτ 12 the order 2 automorphism of A (and therefore of T A and V A ) given by
. Similarly, we defineτ 23 and τ 13 .
Identifying B with ι 1 (C) ⊕ ι 2 (C), the automorphismτ 12 of A restricts to one of T B (and therefore of V B ), denoted also byτ 12 , and given by:
One checks that c λ1,λ2,λ3 is an automorphism of V A (these were considered before, for example in [G01, 1.6]). If λ ∈ F × , denote c λ := c λ,λ,λ . The automorphisms c λ1,λ2,λ3 restrict to V B . For λ, µ ∈ F × define c λ,µ ∈ Aut V B given by:
We also write c λ := c λ,λ (which is consistent with notation introduced in the previous paragraph).
Proposition 3.8. For each a ∈ C, there is an automorphism ϕ a of V B given by:
Proof. It suffices to check that ϕ a is the inner automorphism β((a, 0), (0, 1)). (Notice that ϕ a is the exponential of the derivation d a = −ν((a, 0), (0, 1)), which is nilpotent of order 2 and given by d
Remark 3.9. Since ϕ a ϕ b = ϕ a+b for any a, b ∈ C, these automorphisms generate an abelian subgroup of Aut V B isomorphic to (C, +). The same is true for ϕ a := (ϕ − a , ϕ + a ), a ∈ C. Note that, since B = C ⊕ C, we can write
where l a , r a denote the left and right multiplications by a in the para-Cayley algebrā C. This matrix notation is useful to make computations with these automorphisms.
Proposition 3.10. Let λ ∈ F and a ∈ C be such that n(a) + λ 2 = 1. There is an automorphism φ 1 (a, λ) of A given by:
Proof. Straightforward.
Proposition 3.11. Let a ∈ C and λ ∈ F be such that n(a) + λ 2 = 1. There is an automorphism of T B given by:
Proof. Note that, if we identify B with ι 2 (C)⊕ι 3 (C) ⊆ A, then ϕ a,λ is the restriction of φ 1 (a, λ) to B, so it is an automorphism. We will give a different proof now. In case n(a) = 0, λ = ±1, define ϕ := λ ϕ λa ϕ λa ∈ Aut V B , and in case n(a) = 0, define ϕ := ϕ µa ϕ a ϕ µa ∈ Aut V B with µ = 1−λ n(a) . In both cases, it is checked that ϕ a,λ = ϕ ∈ Aut T B ≤ O(B, q). Since det(ϕ ± a ) = 1 = det( ϕ ± a ) for any a ∈ C, we also have det(ϕ a,λ ) = 1, and so ϕ a,λ ∈ O + (B, q).
Remark 3.12. In T B we have Q x (x) = q(x)x for any x ∈ B and, as a consequence,
Definition 3.13. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and q : V → F a nondegenerate quadratic form. Recall that the map τ (a) = a, a ∈ V , is extended to an involution of the Clifford algebra Cl(V, q), called the standard involution. The map α(a) = −a, a ∈ V , extended to an automorphism of Cl(V, q), produces the standard
Here · denotes the product of Cl(V, q). The subgroup Γ + := Γ ∩ Cl(V, q)0 is called the even Clifford group. The spin group is defined by Spin(V, q) := {x ∈ Γ + | x · τ (x) = 1}. Note that Spin(V, q) is generated by the elements of the form x · y where x, y ∈ V and q(x)q(y) = 1.
For each u ∈ Spin(V, q), define the map
It is wellknown that χ u belongs to the special orthogonal group O + (V, q), and
, where (F × ) 2 is the multiplicative group of squares of F × . Here F is assumed to be algebraically closed, so we have O
3 is said to be related if f 1 (xȳ) = f 2 (x) f 3 (y) for any x, y ∈ C. Note that if (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ) is a related triple, then (f 2 , f 3 , f 1 ) is also a related triple. Related triples have the property that f i ∈ O ′ (C, n), and there is a group isomorphism
3 is a related triple, then it is easy to check that (f 1 , f 2 ) is an automorphism of the bi-Cayley triple system. It is well-known that the map A → A,
Proof. The first statement was proved in [EK13, Lemma 5.25]. For the second part, since χ :
is onto, we can write f 1 = χ u for some u ∈ Spin(C, n), and (χ u , ρ
Consider Cl(C, n) with the the Z 2 -grading given by deg(x) =1 for each x ∈ C, and the standard involution of the Clifford algebra, that is, sending x → x for x ∈ C. Consider End(C ⊕ C) with the Z 2 -grading that has degree0 on the endomorphisms that preserve the two copies of C and degree1 on the endomorphisms that swap these two copies, and the involution given by the adjoint relative to the quadratic form n ⊥ n on C ⊕ C.
The next result is a slight modification of [KMRT98, Proposition (35.1)]:
Proposition 3.16. Denote by l x , r x the left and right multiplications in the paraCayley algebraC = (C, * ). Then, the map
defines an isomorphism of superalgebras Φ : Cl(C, n) → End(C ⊕ C) that preserves the involution.
Proof. Since Φ(x) 2 = n(x)id for x ∈ C, it follows that Φ extends to a homomorphism of superalgebras. But since Cl(C, n) is simple and has the same dimension as End(C ⊕ C), we have that Φ is an isomorphism. From l * x = r x , we deduce that Φ is an isomorphism of algebras with involution. and there is γ ∈ O(C, n) such that (γ, α, β) is a related triple , and this explains our notation RT. The subgroup RT ∼ = Spin(C, n) is generated by the elements of the form
with n(a) = n(b) = 1. Note that the group Aut C embeds in RT because for any automorphism f of C, (f, f, f ) is a related triple.
Remark 3.18. Consider the subgroup G V = ϕ a , ϕ a , c λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F × of Aut V B and the subgroup G T = ϕ a,λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F, n(a) + λ 2 = 1 of Aut T B . (We will prove later that G V = Aut V B and G T = Aut T B .) It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.11 that G T ≤ G V . The group RT of related triples is contained in the subgroup generated by the automorphisms ϕ a,0 with n(a) = 1, so we have RT ≤ G T . Also, (− id, id, − id) is a related triple, so c 1,−1 = (id, − id) ∈ RT ≤ G T and henceτ 12 = ϕ 1,0 c 1,−1 ∈ G T .
We claim that c λ,µ ∈ G V for any λ, µ ∈ F × . For any λ ∈ F × and a ∈ C such that λn(a) = 1, we have c λ,1 = c − √ λ ϕ √ λa,0 ϕ a ϕ λa ϕ a ∈ G V . But since c µ belongs to G V for any µ ∈ F × , we deduce that c λ,µ = c λµ −1 ,1 c µ ∈ G V for any λ, µ ∈ F × .
Remark 3.19. Let J be a unital Jordan algebra with associated Jordan pair V = (J, J). Let Str(J) denote the structure group of J, i.e., the group consisting of all the autotopies, that is, the elements g ∈ GL(J) such that U g(x) = gU x g # for some g # ∈ GL(J) and all x ∈ J. The structure group functor Str(J) is defined by Str(J)(R) = Str R (J R ). There is an isomorphism of group schemes Aut(V) → Str(J), which is given by Aut R (V R ) → Str R (J R ), (ϕ + , ϕ − ) → ϕ + for each associative commutative unital F-algebra R (see [ 
For each norm similarity ϕ of A, denote ϕ † := (ϕ −1 ) * , where * denotes the adjoint relative to the trace form T of A. Since the trace is invariant under automorphisms, it follows that the automorphisms of V A are exactly the pairs (ϕ, ϕ † ) where ϕ is a norm similarity of A. We know from [G01, Lemma 1.7] that, if ϕ = (ϕ + , ϕ − ) is an automorphism of V A where the norm similarity ϕ σ has multiplier λ σ then Notation 3.20. Recall that the norm of the vector space B is the quadratic form q = n ⊥ n : B → F, given by q(x) = n(x 1 ) + n(x 2 ) for x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ B. For i = 0, 1, 2, denote by O i the subset of B of elements of rank i for the bi-Cayley pair.
Lemma 3.21. The different orbits for the action of Aut T B on B are exactly O 0 = {0}, O 1 and O 2 (λ) with λ ∈ F. Moreover, for 0 = x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ B we have x ∈ O 1 if and only if x 2 x 1 = 0 and n(x 1 ) = n(x 2 ) = 0. The orbits are the same if we consider the action of the subgroup G T = ϕ a,λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F, n(a) + λ 2 = 1 .
Proof. Recall that O i , for i = 0, 1, 2, are the orbits of the bi-Cayley pair. Also, note that Aut T B ≤ O(B, q). Hence, the sets O 0 , O 1 , and O 2 (λ) for λ ∈ F, are disjoint unions of orbits of the bi-Cayley triple system. First, we will check that O 2 (λ) is an orbit for each λ = 0. Take x ∈ O 2 (λ 2 ) with λ = 0. We claim that x belongs to the orbit of (λ1, 0). By applyingτ 12 if necessary, we can assume that n(x 1 ) = 0. Since q(x) = λ 2 = 0, n(x 1 ) = −n(x 2 ) and we can take µ ∈ F × such that µ −2 = 1 + n(x2) n(x1) . The element a = −µn(x 1 ) −1 x 2 x 1 satisfies n(a) + µ 2 = 1, so we can consider the automorphism ϕ a,µ (see Proposition 3.11).
Then, ϕ a,µ (x) = (µ(1 − n(x2) n(x1) )x 1 , 0), and by Lemma 3.15, this element is in the orbit of (λ1, 0). Hence, O 2 (λ 2 ) is an orbit for each λ = 0. Since F is algebraically closed, O 2 (λ) is an orbit too.
Second, given 0 = x ∈ B we claim that x ∈ O 1 if and only if x 2 x 1 = 0 and n(x 1 ) = n(x 2 ) = 0. Indeed, x ∈ O 1 means that Q x B = Fx, i.e., (n(x 1 )y 1 + y 2 (x 2 x 1 ), n(x 2 )y 2 + (x 2 x 1 )ȳ 1 ) = t(x, y)x − Q x (y) must belong to Fx for any y ∈ B, which is equivalent to say that x 2 x 1 = 0 and n(x 1 ) = n(x 2 ) = 0.
Third, we will prove that O 1 is an orbit. Take x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ O 1 . We know that n(x 1 ) = n(x 2 ) = 0 and x 2 x 1 = 0. Then, usingτ 12 if necessary, we can assume that x 1 = 0 and n(x 1 ) = 0, and by Lemma 3.15 we can also assume that x 1 = e 1 is a nontrivial idempotent. Take e 2 := 1 − e 1 , and consider the Peirce decomposition of C associated to the idempotents e i as always. Since x 2 x 1 = 0, we have x 2 = λe 2 + u with λ ∈ F, u ∈ U (see Subsection 1.3). Thus, x = (e 1 , λe 2 + u). But taking a = −λe 2 − u and µ = 1 we have n(a) + µ 2 = 1, so ϕ a,1 is an automorphism. Therefore, ϕ a,1 (x) = (e 1 + (λe 1 +ū)(λe 2 + u), λe 2 + u − (λe 2 + u)e 2 ) = (e 1 , 0). This proves that O 1 is an orbit.
Finally, we claim that O 2 (0) is an orbit. Take x ∈ O 2 (0), and fix i ∈ F with i 2 = −1. It suffices to prove that x is in the orbit of (1, i1). But we will prove first that if n(x 1 ) = n(x 2 ) = 0, then there is an automorphism ϕ of T B such that the two components of ϕ(x) are nonisotropic. Indeed, since x / ∈ O 1 and n(x 1 ) = n(x 2 ) = 0, we must have x 2 x 1 = 0, and hence x 1 , x 2 = 0. If n(x 1 ,x 2 ) = 0, it suffices to take µ = 1 √ 2
and apply ϕ = ϕ µ1,µ to x to obtain an element with nonisotropic components. Otherwise, n(x 1 ,x 2 ) = 0 = n(x i ) and by Lemma 3.15, we can assume that x 1 = e 1 is a nontrivial idempotent. Consider the idempotents e 1 , e 2 := 1 − e 1 with their Peirce decomposition C = Fe 1 ⊕ Fe 2 ⊕ U ⊕ V , so we have x 2 = γe 2 + u + v for some γ ∈ F, u ∈ U , v ∈ V . Since x 2 x 1 = 0, we have v = 0. Take u 1 ∈ U with vu 1 = e 2 , so we obtain ϕ u1,1 (x) = (1 − γu 1 + uu 1 , γe 2 + u + u 1 + v), which has the first component nonisotropic. In conclusion, there is an automorphism ϕ of T B such that ϕ(x) has both components nonisotropic. By Lemma 3.15, we can assume that x = (λ1, iλ1), for certain 0 = λ ∈ F. Take a ∈ C with tr(a) = 0 and n(a) = λ 2 −1 2λ 2 , and µ ∈ F such that n(a) + µ 2 = 1. Then, y := ϕ a,µ (x) = (λµ1 − λia, λa + λµi1), and we have n(y 1 ) = λ 2 n(µ1 − ia) = λ 2 (µ 2 − n(a)) = λ 2 (1 − 2n(a)) = 1; since ϕ a,µ ∈ O(B, q), we obtain n(y 2 ) = −1. By Lemma 3.15 again, we can assume that x = (1, i1), and therefore O 2 (0) is an orbit.
We have a similar result for the orbits of the bi-Cayley pair:
Lemma 3.22. The orbits of B + under the action of the group Aut V B coincide with the orbits under the action of
Proof. First, recall that Aut V B has 3 orbits on B + , determined by the rank function, that can take values 0, 1 and 2 (see Proposition 1.4). From now on, consider the action of G V on B + . We have to prove that the orbits under the action of G V are O 0 , O 1 and O 2 . Clearly, O 0 = {0} is an orbit of this action. Recall from Remark 3.18 that G V contains the subgroup of related triples andτ 12 . By Lemma 3.15, two nonzero elements of C 1 = C ⊕ 0 of the same norm are in the same orbit under the action of G V (because G V contains the subgroup of related triples). Using automorphisms of type c λ and the fact that F =F, we also deduce that two nonisotropic elements of C 1 belong to the same orbit; a representative element of this orbit is (1, 0). Note that dim im Q x is an invariant of the orbit of each element x ∈ B. Given 0 = z ∈ C with n(z) = 0, we have dim im Q 0 = 0, dim im Q (z,0) = 1 and dim im Q (1,0) = 8; consequently, there are exactly 3 orbits on C 1 . It suffices to prove that each element of B belongs to an orbit of C 1 . Fix x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ B with x 1 , x 2 = 0; we claim that there is an automorphism ϕ in G V such that ϕ + (x) ∈ C 1 . Assume that n(x i ) = 0 for some i = 1, 2. We can applyτ 12 if necessary to assume that n(x 1 ) = 0. Then, take a = −n(x 1 ) −1 x 2 x 1 , so we have ϕ
Now, consider the case with n(x 1 ) = 0 = n(x 2 ). In the case that n(x 1 ,x 2 ) = 0, take a = 1, so we get that ϕ + a (x) has a nonisotropic component, which is the case that we have considered above. Otherwise, we are in the case that n(x i ) = 0 = n(x 1 ,x 2 ). By Lemma 3.15, without loss of generality we can assume that e 1 := x 1 is a nontrivial idempotent of C. Consider the associated Peirce decomposition C = Fe 1 ⊕ Fe 2 ⊕ U ⊕ V associated to the idempotents e 1 and e 2 = 1 − e 1 . Since n(e 2 , x 2 ) = n(x 1 , x 2 ) = 0, we have x 2 = λe 2 + u + v for certain elements λ ∈ F, u ∈ U , v ∈ V . There are two cases now:
• In case v = 0, we can take u 1 ∈ U such that vu 1 = e 2 , so ϕ + u1 (x) = (e 1 − (λē 2 + u +v)u 1 , x 2 ) = (1 − λu 1 + uu 1 , x 2 ), where the first component is nonisotropic (it has norm 1), which is the case considered above.
• In case v = 0, we have that ϕ u) , and we can assume that x = (e 1 , u). But if u = 0, there is v ∈ V such that uv = −e 1 , soτ 12 ϕ + v (x) = τ 12 (e 1 −ūv, u) =τ 12 (0, u) = (−u, 0) ∈ C 1 , and we are done.
3.4. Automorphism groups of bi-Cayley systems. In this subsection, we will give an explicit description of the automorphism groups of the bi-Cayley pair and triple system. Theorem 3.23. The group Aut V B is generated by the automorphisms of the form ϕ a , ϕ a and c λ (with a ∈ C, λ ∈ F × ).
Proof. Take ϕ ∈ Aut V B and call G V = ϕ a , ϕ a , c λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F × . We have to prove that ϕ ∈ G V . Recall from Remark 3.18 that related triples and automorphisms of type c λ,µ belong to G V .
By ± , so we can assume (changing ϕ with ϕ −b ϕ) that the same holds for ϕ. In consequence, the subspaces C σ 1 = im Q (1,0) σ and C σ 2 = ker Q (1,0) −σ must be ϕ-invariant. Write ϕ(0, 1) + = (0, a) + with a ∈ C. Since the element ϕ(0, 1) + has rank 2, we have n(a) = 0, and composing with an automorphism of type c 1,λ if necessary we can also assume that n(a) = 1. Then, by Lemma 3.15, composing with a related triple we can assume that ϕ fixes (1, 0) + and (0, 1) + . Note that the subspaces C σ i are still ϕ-invariant and we can write
(1) = 1, and similarly φ − 2 (1) = 1. Therefore, ϕ fixes the elements (1, 0)
± and (0, 1) ± . Denote C 0 = {a ∈ C | tr(a) = 0}. Since the trace t of V B is invariant by automorphisms and (1, 0) ± are fixed by ϕ, we obtain that the subspaces (C 0 ⊕ 0) ± are ϕ-invariant (note that tr(a) = t((a, 0), (1, 0))), and the same holds for (0⊕C 0 ) ± . For each z ∈ C 0 , we have Q (1,0) + (z, 0) − = (−z, 0) + , which implies that (−φ + , from where we get that (−φ 1 (z), 0)
Thus, φ 1 = φ 2 and, with more abuse of notation we can omit the subscript i = 1, 2 and write ϕ = φ × φ, where φ ∈ GL(C). Moreover, applying ϕ to the equality {(0, 1), (0, x), (y, 0)} = (xy, 0) we obtain φ(xy) = φ(x)φ(y), which shows that φ ∈ Aut C. Since Aut C ≤ RT ≤ G V (with the obvious identifications), we have ϕ ∈ G V and we are done.
Theorem 3.24. The group Aut T B is generated by the automorphisms of the form ϕ a,λ (with a ∈ C and λ ∈ F such that n(a) + λ 2 = 1).
Proof. Take ϕ ∈ Aut T B and call G T = ϕ a,λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F, n(a) + λ 2 = 1 . We have to prove that ϕ ∈ G T . By Lemma 3.21, there is some element ϕ ′ of G T such that ϕ ′ ϕ(1, 0) = (1, 0). Thus, without loss of generality (changing ϕ with ϕ ′ ϕ) we can assume that ϕ(1, 0) = (1, 0). Now, the subspaces C 1 = im Q (1,0) and C 2 = ker Q (1,0) must be ϕ-invariant. Write ϕ(0, 1) = (0, a) with a ∈ C. We know from Remark 3.12 that Aut T B ≤ O(B, q), so we have n(a) = q(0, a) = q(0, 1) = 1. Then, by Lemma 3.15, composing with a related triple we can assume without loss of generality that ϕ fixes (1, 0) and (0, 1). Since the subspaces C i are ϕ-invariant, we can write ϕ = φ 1 × φ 2 with φ i ∈ GL(C i ). With the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.23 we deduce that φ 1 = φ 2 ∈ Aut C, and therefore ϕ belongs to G T .
We introduce now some notation that will be used in the following results of this section:
Notation 3.25. We extend the norm n on C to a ten-dimensional vector space W = C ⊥ (Fe ⊕ Ff ) with n(e) = n(f ) = 0 and n(e, f ) = 1. Fix i ∈ F with i 2 = −1 and note that the elements x = e + f and y = i(e − f ) are orthogonal of norm 1. Then, e = (x − iy)/2, f = (x + iy)/2. Also, denote V = C ⊥ Fx ⊆ W .
Lemma 3.26. With notation as above, we have Spin(W, n) = 1+a·e, 1+a·f | a ∈ C and Spin(V, n) = λ1 + a · x | λ ∈ F, a ∈ C, n(a) + λ 2 = 1 .
Proof. First, note that e · f + f · e = 1, hence e · f · e = e and f · e · f = f in the Clifford algebra Cl(W, n). Besides, x·x = 1. For each a ∈ C, it is easily checked that (1+a·e)·τ (1+a·e) = (1+a·e)·(1+e·a) = 1, and also (1+a·e)·W ·(1+e·a) ⊆ W , so 1 + a · e, 1 + a · f ∈ Spin(W, n). Then
. Now, note that Spin(V, n) is generated by elements of the form (λ 1 x+a 1 )·(λ 2 x+ a 2 ) = (
Since (a 1 +λ 1 e+µ 1 f )·(a 2 +λ 2 e+µ 2 f ) = (a 1 +λ 1 e+µ 1 f )·x·(−a 2 +µ 2 e+λ 2 f )·x, it is clear that Spin(W, n) is generated by the elements of the form g = (a+λe+µf )·x with a ∈ C, λ, µ ∈ F and n(a) + λµ = 1, so it suffices to prove that these generators belong to G W .
• Case λ = µ. The generator has the form g = (a + λx) · x = λ1 + a · x (i.e., a generator of G V ). If n(a) = 0 we can write λ1+a·x = (1+νa·f )·(1+a·e)·(1+νa·f ) ∈ G W with ν = 1−λ n(a) = 1 1+λ (because n(a) + λ 2 = 1. This implies in particular that −1 ∈ G W , because if a ∈ C satisfies n(a) = 1 and we take λ = 0, then
On the other hand, if n(a) = 0, then λ ∈ {±1} and we can write λ1+a·x = λ1·(1+νa·f )·(1+λa·e)·(1+νa·f ) ∈ G W with ν = λ/2.
• Case λ = µ. The generator has the form g = (a + λe + µf ) · x. Without loss of generality, we can assume that µ = 0 (the case λ = 0 is similar).
Take α = µ 2 ∈ F × and b ∈ C with n(b)α = 1. Then, (1+b·e)·(1+αb·f )·(1+b·e) = b · (e + αf ) = µb · (µ −1 e + µf ) = (µ −1 e + µf ) · (−µb), and note that n(−µb) = 1. In consequence, for any b ∈ C with n(b) = 1 we have (µ −1 e + µf ) · b ∈ G W , and
The groups Aut V B and Aut T B are explicitly described by the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.27. With the same notation as above, define the linear maps
where a ∈ C. Then, the linear map
defines an algebra isomorphism Ψ : Cl(W, n) → End(B ⊕ B). Moreover, if we identify each ϕ ∈ Aut V B with
then Ψ restricts to a group isomorphism Spin(W, n) → ϕ a , ϕ a | a ∈ C ≤ Aut V B , which in turn restricts to a group isomorphism Spin(V, n) → Aut T B . Furthermore,
Proof. Fix a ∈ C. First, note that Ψ(a) 2 = n(a) id, Ψ(x) 2 = Ψ(y) 2 = id. Also, the matrices Ψ(a), Ψ(x) and Ψ(y) anticommute, so we have Ψ(w) 2 = n(w) id for each w ∈ W . Therefore, the linear map W → End(B ⊕ B), w → Ψ(w), extends to an algebra homomorphism Cl(W, n) → End(B ⊕ B). Since Cl(W, n) is simple and has the same dimension as End(B ⊕ B), it follows that Ψ is an isomorphism.
It can be checked that Ψ sends λ1 + a · x → ϕ a,λ (where n(a) + λ 2 = 1). We know by Theorem 3.24 that Aut T B = ϕ a,λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F, n(a) + λ 2 = 1 , and on the other hand, by Lemma 3.26 we have Spin(V, n) = λ1 + a · x | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F, n(a) + λ 2 = 1 , so that Ψ restricts to an isomorphism Spin(V, n) → Aut T B . Furthermore, Ψ sends 1+a·e → ϕ a , 1+a·f → ϕ a . By Theorem 3.23 we have that Aut V B = ϕ a , ϕ a , c λ | a ∈ C, λ ∈ F × and, by Lemma 3.26, we have Spin(W, n) = 1 + a · e, 1 + a · f | a ∈ C . Consequently, Ψ restricts to a group isomorphism Spin(W, n) → ϕ a , ϕ a | a ∈ C . Moreover, we obtain a group epimorphism (3.4) Λ :
It is well-known that Z(Spin(W, n)) = z ∼ = Z 4 , with z 4 = 1 and z / ∈ F (also Z(Cl(W, n)0) = F1 + Fz). Since Ψ restricts to an isomorphism Spin(W, n) → ϕ a , ϕ a ≤ Aut V B , replacing z by −z if necessary, we have Ψ(z)
We claim that ker Λ = (−i, z) . It is clear that (−i, z) ≤ ker Λ. Fix (λ, x) ∈ ker Λ, so that Λ(λ, x) = c λ • Ψ(x) = 1, i.e., λ id
which in turn implies that Ψ(x) ± ∈ F × id and Ψ(x) ∈ Z(Aut V B ). Recall again that Ψ restricts to an isomorphism Spin(W, n) → ϕ a , ϕ a | a ∈ C ≤ Aut V B , so that x ∈ Z(Spin(W, n)) = z and therefore ker Λ = (−i, z) ∼ = Z 4 . Therefore, we obtain (F × × Spin(W, n))/ (−i, z) ∼ = Aut V B . Define a new epimorphism by means of (3.5) Λ :
Then, ker Λ = (−1, −1) ∼ = Z 2 and (F × × Spin(W, n))/ (−1, −1) ∼ = Γ + (W, n). Finally, note that (−1, −1) ∈ ker Λ. Hence, the epimorphism Λ factors through Λ, and we obtain an epimorphism Γ
Although not needed in what follows, the results in the previous Theorem may be stated in terms of affine group schemes, as indicated on the next result, where the same notations as in the previous Theorem are used. For the definitions of the affine group schemes corresponding to the spin or Clifford groups, the reader is referred to [KMRT98] .
Theorem 3.28. Let F be an arbitrary field of characteristic not 2.
• The affine group scheme Aut(T B ) is isomorphic to Spin(V, n).
• The affine group scheme Aut(V B ) is isomorphic to Γ + (W, n).
Proof. The morphism Ψ in the proof of Theorem 3.27 is functorial, so it induces a morphism of affine group schemes Ψ : Spin(V, n) → Aut(T B ). IfF denotes an algebraic closure of F, the corresponding homomorphism ΨF ofF-points is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.27, and the differential dΨ : Lie(Spin(V, n)) ∼ = so(V, n) → Lie(Aut(T B )) = Der (T B ) is one-to-one, because it is nonzero and the orthogonal Lie algebra so(V, n) is simple. To prove that Ψ is an isomorphism is then enough to prove that dΨ is surjective, or that the dimension of Der (T B ) equals the dimension of so(V, n), which is 36. For this, let J be the Albert algebra A and e the idempotent E 3 of A. Then T B is the Peirce component J 1 2 (e) = {x ∈ J | ex = 
(see the proof of [J68, Chapter IX, Theorem 17]), and hence Der (J) is, up to isomorphism, the standard enveloping Lie algebra of our Lie triple system Der (J)1.
Any derivation of the Jordan triple system (T B , {., ., .}) induces a derivation of (T B , [., ., .]) which, in turn, induces an even derivation of its standard enveloping algebra Der (J). Since the characteristic is not 2, any derivation of Der (J) is inner (see [Jan91, 6 .7]), and we conclude that Der (T B ) ∼ = Der (J)1, and hence its dimension is 36. This finishes the proof of the first assertion.
The homomorphism Λ in equation (3.4) is functorial and hence it induces a morphism of affine group schemes Λ : G m × Spin(W, n) → Aut(V B ). This last group scheme: Aut(V B ), is smooth (see [L79, 6 .5]), and Λ is surjective forF-points, as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.27. We conclude (see e.g. [EK13, Theorem A.48]), that Λ is surjective. Moreover, dΛ : Lie(G m ×Spin(W, n)) = F×so(W, n) → Lie(Aut(V B )) = Der (V B ) is one-to-one, because neither F nor the simple Lie algebra so(W, n) are in the kernel, and hence dΛ is bijective. Therefore dΛ is separable and ker Λ is smooth ([KMRT98, (22.13)] ). We conclude that Aut(V B ) is the quotient (G m × Spin(W, n))/µ 2 .
The same arguments apply to the natural morphism G m ×Spin(W, n) → Γ + (W, n), whose kernel coincides with the kernel of Λ. Therefore, both Aut(V B ) and Γ + (W, n) are isomorphic to the quotient (G m × Spin(W, n))/µ 2 , and hence they are isomorphic.
3.5. Construction of fine gradings on the bi-Cayley pair. Given a grading on V B such that C σ i are graded subspaces for i = 1, 2, and σ = ±, we will denote by deg Then, we will call the set {(
It is checked directly that we have a fine Z 2 × Z 3 2 -grading on V B that is given by deg
, and will be called the Cayley-Dickson grading on V B . This grading is fine because its homogeneous components have dimension 1.
Note that, for the Cayley-Dickson basis, the triple product is determined by:
The rest of the cases are obtained by symmetry in the first and third components of the triple product, and using the automorphismτ 12 :
be a Cartan basis of C, as in Section 1.3. Then,
It is checked directly that we have a fine Z 6 -grading on V B determined by
e 1 (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) e 2 (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) u 1 (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) u 2 (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) u 3 (−1, −1, 1, 0, −1, 1) (−1, −1, 1, −1, 0, 1)  v 1 (−1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) (−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) v 2 (0, −1, 1, 0, 0, 0) (0, −1, 0, 0, 0, 1) v 3 (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, −1) (1, 1, −1, 1, 1, 0) and deg(x + ) + deg(y − ) = 0 for any elements x + , y − of the Cartan basis such that t(x + , y − ) = 0, and will be called the Cartan grading on V B . This grading is fine because its homogeneous components have dimension 1. (Notice that the projection on the two first coordinates of the group coincides with the Cartan Z 2 -grading on C, which behaves well with respect to the product on V B , so it suffices to show that the projection on the last four coordinates behaves well with respect to the product.)
We will prove now that the grading groups of these gradings are their universal groups. Proof. Let {x i } 7 i=0 be a Cayley-Dickson basis of C with x 0 = 1. Let Γ be a realization as a G-grading of the associated Cayley-Dickson grading on V B , for some abelian group G. For each element x of the Cayley-Dickson basis of V B we have t(x + , x − ) = 0, and since the trace is homogeneous, it has to be deg(
Thus, a i := g i − g 0 has order ≤ 2, and we have deg
+ , and we get deg
= a i defines a group grading by a i on C that is a coarsening of the Z Proof. Let {e i , u j , v j | i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3} be a Cartan basis of C. Let Γ be a realization as a G-grading of the associated Cartan grading on V B , for some abelian group G. Recall that if t(x + , y − ) = 0 for homogeneous elements x + , y − , since the trace is homogeneous we have deg(x + ) + deg(y − ) = 0, and therefore the degree is determined by its values in V + B . Put a 1 = deg
To simplify the degree map, define g i (i = 1, 2) by means of deg
and therefore the universal group is Z 6 .
3.6. Construction of fine gradings on the Albert pair. Recall that the trace of V A is homogeneous for each grading, i.e., we have that 
and deg(x + ) + deg(y − ) = 0 for any elements x + , y − of the homogeneous basis such that t(x + , y − ) = 0, and will be called the Cayley-Dickson grading on V A .
Example 3.34. Consider the Z 3 3 -grading on A as a grading on V A and denote its degree map by deg A . Then, we can define a fine Z × Z 1, 1, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (−1, −1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0) (1, 0, −1, 0, 0, 0, 1)  v 2 (1, 1, 0, −1, 0, 0, 0) (−1, −1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) (1, 0, 0, −1, 0, 0, 1)  v 3 (1, 1, 0, 0, −1, 0, 0) (−1, −1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) (1, 0, 0, 0, −1, 0, 1) −1, 1, 1, 1, 1, −1) and deg(y
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, z ∈ B C } and B C denotes the associated Cartan basis on C, and will be called the Cartan grading on V A . (The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.32, and using the fact that the trace is homogeneous.) Proposition 3.36. The Cayley-Dickson grading on the Albert pair has universal group Z 3 × Z 3 2 . Proof. Consider a realization as G-grading, with G an abelian group, of the CayleyDickson grading on V A . Identify ι 1 (C)⊕ι 2 (C) with B, and notice that the restriction of the grading to these homogeneous components is the Cayley-Dickson grading on
Using the same arguments of the proof of Proposition 3.31, we deduce that deg(ι 1 (
+ ) = c + a i , and also that deg C (x i ) := a i defines a group grading which is a coarsening of the Z . It suffices to prove that the automorphism ϕ = c i,1,i φ 1 (a, λ) of the Albert pair (see Proposition 3.10 and (3.3)) is an equivalence between the Cayley-Dickson grading and any fine refinement of the Z × Z 3 2 -grading. A straightforward computation shows that: (3.6)
so that ϕ takes the homogeneous components of the Cayley-Dickson grading to homogeneous components in any refinement of the Z × Z 3 2 -grading, as required.
Proposition 3.38. The fine Z 3 3 -grading on A, considered as a grading on V A , admits a unique fine refinement, up to relabeling, which has universal group Z × Z of the degree on the first two coordinates induces the Cartan Z 2 -grading on C, so it suffices to show that the last two coordinates behave well with respect to the product, and this is easily checked). 
for each i = j with i, j = 0, we havex i = −x i ,x j = −x j , x i x j = −x j x i , from where we get {(1, i1), (x i , ix i ), (x j , −ix j )} = −2(x i x j , ix i x j ), and taking degrees we obtain deg(x i x j , ix i x j ) = (a i + a j ) + g 0 . In consequence, deg C (x i ) := a i defines a coarsening of the Z 3 2 -grading on C. Therefore, the G-grading is induced from the Z × Z 
Classification of fine gradings
4.1. Classification of fine gradings on the bi-Cayley pair. Given a grading on a semisimple Jordan pair, by Remark 2.15, any homogeneous element can be completed to a maximal orthogonal system of homogeneous idempotents. In the case of the bi-Cayley pair, since the capacity is 2, it will consist either of two idempotents of rank 1, or one idempotent of rank 2. We will cover these possibilities with the following Lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ be a fine grading on the bi-Cayley pair such that there is some homogeneous element of rank 1. Then Γ is equivalent to the Cartan grading (Example 3.30).
Proof. Write V = V B for short. First, we complete the homogeneous element to a set consisting of two homogeneous orthogonal idempotents of rank 1. By Theorem 1.2, we can assume without loss of generality that the homogeneous orthogonal idempotents are (c , where c i = (e i , 0) ∈ B and e i are nontrivial orthogonal idempotents of C with e 1 + e 2 = 1. We will consider the Peirce decomposition C = Fe 1 ⊕ Fe 2 ⊕ U ⊕ V associated to the idempotents e 1 and e 2 . Since the generic trace is homogeneous,
is a homogeneous map too. By Remark 2.19, K σ = ker(t c1 ) ∩ ker(t c2 ) is a graded subspace of V σ . For each homogeneous z + ∈ K + , we have n(e 1 , z 1 ) = t(c 1 , z) = 0 and f (c 
. From now on, we can omit the superscript σ, because the homogeneous components of V + coincide with those of V − . The rest of this proof will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.8.
Recall that (0 ⊕ Ce i ) are graded subspaces, where Ce 1 and Ce 2 are isotropic subspaces of C. Since the trace is homogeneous, there is a homogeneous basis
is a basis of C consisting of four orthogonal hyperbolic pairs, that is, such that n(x i , y j ) = δ ij , n(x i , x j ) = 0 = n(y i , y j ). It is not hard to see that there is an element of O + (C, n) that sends the elements {x i , y i } 4 i=1 to a Cartan basis {e i , u j , v j | i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3} of C, and by Lemma 3.15, that can be done in C 2 with an automorphism given by a related triple (as in Remark 3.14). Hence, we can assume that we have a homogeneous Cartan basis of C 2 (and the subspace C 1 is still graded). Then we have the following graded subspaces: 0) is homogeneous, and similarly (u i , 0), (v i , 0) are homogeneous for i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, f ((0, u 1 ), (0, e 2 ), (v 1 , 0)) = (ē 2 (u 1 v 1 ), 0) = (−e 1 , 0), so (e 1 , 0) and (e 2 , 0) are homogeneous. Since Γ is fine, we conclude that Γ is the Cartan grading.
Lemma 4.2. Let Γ be a fine grading on the bi-Cayley pair such that the nonzero homogeneous elements have rank 2. Then Γ is equivalent to the Cayley-Dickson grading (Example 3.29).
Proof. Write for short V = V B . Take a homogeneous element and complete it to a homogeneous idempotent of rank 2. By Remark 1.6, we can assume without loss of generality that our homogeneous idempotent is c 1 = ((1, 0) + , (1, 0) − ). The subpaces C We can take a homogeneous element (0, x) with n(x) = 1 (otherwise, n(x) = 0 and (0, x) would have rank 1, a contradiction). By Lemma 3.15 and Remark 3.14, there is an automorphism of V, given by a related triple, that maps (1, 0) → (1, 0), (0, x) → (0, 1). In consequence, we can assume that (1, 0) and (0, 1) are homogeneous. Recall that the map f in Equation (4.1) is homogeneous. From f ((x, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)) = (0, x), it follows that (x, 0) is homogeneous if and only if (0, x) is homogeneous, i.e., the homogeneous components coincide in both C 1 and C 2 . We can take a homogeneous basis B = {(x i , 0), (0, x i )} 8 i=1 where x 1 = 1 and n(x i ) = 1 for all i. Since the trace is homogeneous and the homogeneous components are 1-dimensional (by Theorem 2.16), we also have n(x i , x j ) = t((x i , 0), (x j , 0)) = 0, i.e., {x i } is an orthonormal basis of C. Using the map f , it is easy to deduce that (x i x j , 0) and (0, x i x j ) are homogeneous for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 8, so actually we can assume, without loss of generality, that B is a Cayley-Dickson basis of V. Since Γ is fine, we conclude that Γ is the Cayley-Dickson grading. Proof. Consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 (and Propositions 3.31 and 3.32), since they cover all the possibilities.
4.2.
Classification of fine gradings on the Albert pair. Given a grading on a semisimple Jordan pair, by Remark 2.15, any homogeneous element can be completed to a maximal orthogonal system of homogeneous idempotents. In the case of the Albert pair, since the capacity is 3, it will consist either of three idempotents of rank 1, or one idempotent of rank 2 and another of rank 1, or one of rank 3. We will cover these possibilities with the following Lemmas.
Lemma 4.4. Let Γ be a fine grading on V A such that all nonzero homogeneous idempotents have rank 1. Then, Γ is equivalent to the Cartan grading (Example 3.35).
Proof. We can take a set of three orthogonal homogeneous idempotents F = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, so F is a frame, and up to automorphism (by Theorem 1.2 or Remark 1.6), we can assume that e i = (E
Hence, for any permutation {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, the associated Peirce subspaces,
are graded. It is clear that Γ restricts to a grading Γ B on the bi-Cayley pair V B := (B, B), where B := ι 1 (C)⊕ι 2 (C). By [S87] , we know that each automorphism of the bi-Cayley pair has a unique extension to the Albert pair that fixes E + 3 and E − 3 , and hence we can identify Aut V B with the stabilizer of e 3 in Aut V A . The nonzero homogeneous elements of Γ B must have rank one, and therefore Γ B is equivalent to the Cartan Z 6 -grading. We can apply an automorphism of V B extended to Aut V A and assume that we have the Cartan basis on V B as in Example 3.30. Then, it is easy to check that we have the homogeneous basis of the Cartan grading on the Albert pair, and consequently, Γ is the Cartan Z 7 -grading on the Albert pair.
Lemma 4.5. Let Γ be a fine grading on V A such that there are two orthogonal homogeneous idempotents, one of rank 1 and the other of rank 2. Then, Γ is equivalent to the Cayley-Dickson Z 3 × Z 3 2 -grading (Example 3.33). Proof. Denote by e 1 and e 2 the orthogonal homogeneous idempotents, with rk(e 1 ) = 1 and rk(e 2 ) = 2. By Remark 1.6 we can assume that e σ 1 = E := E 1 and e σ 2 = E := E 2 + E 3 . The Peirce subspace
is graded, and we can identify it with the bi-Cayley pair V B . The grading Γ B induced on V B must be equivalent to the Cayley-Dickson Z 2 × Z 3 2 -grading (because the Cartan grading on V B can only be extended to the Cartan grading on V A , which does not have homogeneous elements of rank 2). By the same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we can apply an automorphism of the bi-Cayley pair extended to V A to assume that we have a homogeneous basis of V A as in Proposition 3.37 (the elements of V B are of the form ν ± (x)). We conclude that Γ is equivalent to the Cayley-Dickson Z 3 × Z 3 2 -grading.
Lemma 4.6. Let Γ be a fine grading on V A with some homogeneous idempotent of rank 3. Then, char F = 3 and Γ is equivalent to the Z× Z 3 3 -grading (Example 3.34). Proof. Let e be a homogeneous idempotent of rank 3. By Remark 1.6, we can assume, up to automorphism, that e = (1 + , 1 − ), where 1 is the identity of A. By Theorem 2.16, the homogeneous components are 1-dimensional, and on the other hand the trace is homogeneous and nondegenerate, so the restriction of the trace to the subpair (F1 + , F1 − ) must be nondegenerate, which forces char F = 3.
By Proposition 2.11, if g = − deg(1 + ) and deg g is the degree map of the shift
for any homogeneous element x ∈ A, and deg g restricts to a grading Γ A on A. Since Γ is fine, its homogeneous components are 1-dimensional by Proposition 2.16, and this is also true for Γ A . Therefore, Γ A must be, up to equivalence, the Z 3 3 -grading, because this is the only grading on A with 1-dimensional homogeneous components. Finally, since Γ is a shift of the Z Proof. This result follows since Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 cover all possible cases.
4.3. Classification of fine gradings on the bi-Cayley triple system. Recall that we defined the norm of B as the quadratic form q : B → F, q(x, y) := n(x) + n(y). Also, we already know that Aut T B ≤ O(B, q), and the nonzero isotropic elements of B are exactly the ones contained in the orbits O 1 and O 2 (0) of T B .
Lemma 4.8. Let Γ be a fine grading on T B with some homogeneous element in the orbit O 1 . Then Γ is, up to equivalence, the Cartan grading on T B (Example 3.42).
Proof. Let x be homogeneous in the orbit O 1 . We claim that we can take a homogeneous element y in the orbit O 1 and such that t(x, y) = 1. Indeed, it suffices to consider the grading (Γ, Γ) on the bi-Cayley pair and complete the element x to a homogeneous idempotent (x, y) of the pair (recall that we have rk(e + ) = rk(e − ) for any idempotent). Since the trace form is invariant for automorphisms of the pair and all idempotents of rank 1 of the pair are in the same orbit, it follows that t(x, y) = 1 (it suffices to check this for an idempotent of rank 1 of the pair).
Up to automorphism, by Lemma 3.21, we can assume that x = (e 1 , 0) with e 1 a nontrivial idempotent of C. Consider, as usual, the Peirce decomposition of C relative to the idempotents e 1 and e 2 :=ē 1 . By Lemma 3.21, we know that n(y 1 ) = n(y 2 ) = 0 and y 2 y 1 = 0. Since n(y 1 ) = 0 and n(e 1 , y 1 ) = t(x, y) = 1, there is an automorphism given by a related triple (see Lemma 3.15) that sends (e 1 , 0) → (e 1 , 0), y → (e 2 , y 2 ). Thus, we can also assume that y = (e 2 , y 2 ). Since y 2 y 1 = 0, it follows that y 2 = λe 1 + v with λ ∈ F, v ∈ V . Take a = −y 2 and µ = 1 (so n(a) + µ 2 = 1). We have ϕ a,µ (e 1 , 0) = (e 1 , 0) and ϕ a,µ (e 2 , y 2 ) = (e 2 , 0). Therefore, we can assume that (e i , 0) are homogeneous for i = 1, 2.
Since the trace is homogeneous, f (x, y, z) := t(x, y)z + t(z, y)x − {x, y, z} is a homogeneous map and ker(t x ) is graded. For any homogeneous z ∈ ker(t x ), we have n(e 1 , z 1 ) = t(x, z) = 0, and so f ((e 1 , 0), (e 2 , 0), z) = (n(e 1 , z 1 )e 2 , z 2 e 1 ) = (0, z 2 e 1 ) is homogeneous. In consequence (0 ⊕ Ce 1 ) is graded. Similarly, (0 ⊕ Ce 2 ) is graded, and hence C 2 is graded. Since the trace is homogeneous, the subspace orthogonal (for the trace) to C 2 , which is C 1 , is graded too. We can conclude the proof with the same arguments given in the end of the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.9. Let Γ be a fine grading on T B with some homogeneous element in some orbit O 2 (λ) with λ = 0. Then Γ is, up to equivalence, the nonisotropic CayleyDickson grading (Example 3.40).
Proof. It is clear that Γ cannot be equivalent to the Cartan grading, because there is a homogeneous element x in the orbit O 2 (λ) with λ = 0 and in the Cartan grading all the homogeneous elements have rank 1. In particular, by Lemma 4.8, all nonzero homogeneous elements of Γ must have rank 2. Up to automorphism and up to scalars, we can assume by Lemma 3.21 that x = (1, 0). Then, C 1 = im Q x and C 2 = ker Q x are graded subspaces, and we can conclude with the same arguments given in the end of the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.10. Let Γ be a fine grading on T B where all the nonzero homogeneous elements are in the orbit O 2 (0). Then Γ is, up to equivalence, the isotropic CayleyDickson grading (Example 3.41).
Proof. Take a nonzero homogeneous element x ∈ B. Since x ∈ O 2 (0), up to automorphism we can assume that x = (1, i1) for some i ∈ F with i 2 = −1. Then, W := im Q x = ker Q x = {(z, iz) | z ∈ C} is a graded subspace. Let C 0 denote the traceless octonions and set V := {(z 0 , iz 0 ) | z 0 ∈ C 0 }, W ′ := {(z, −iz) | z ∈ C}, V ′ := {(z 0 , −iz 0 ) | z 0 ∈ C 0 }, x ′ := (1, −i1). Consider the map t x : B → B, z → t(x, z). Since the trace is homogeneous, ker t x = W ⊕ V ′ = Fx ⊕ V ⊕ V ′ is a graded subspace. Hence Q x (ker t x ) = V is graded too. (Note that V and V ′ are isotropic subspaces which are paired relative to the trace form, and x is paired with x ′ too. But in general, Fx ′ , W ′ and V ′ are not graded subspaces.) The subspace V ⊥ = Fx ′ ⊕ W is graded because the trace is homogeneous, so we can take a homogeneous element x = x ′ + λx + v with λ ∈ F, v ∈ V . Since x ∈ O 2 (0), we have q( x) = 0, so λ = 0 and x = x ′ + v. Put v = (w, iw) with w ∈ C 0 , so x = (1 + w, −i1 + iw).
We claim that there is an automorphism such that ϕ(x) ∈ Fx and ϕ( x) ∈ Fx ′ . If v = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we can assume w = 0. We consider two cases.
First, consider the case n(w) = 0. Set µ = 1 2 (1 + i), a = µw, λ = 1. Then λ 2 + n(a) = 1, and hence ϕ a,λ is an automorphism. It is not hard to check that ϕ a,λ (x) = (b, ib) and ϕ a,λ ( x) = (b, −ib), where b = 1 + 1 2 (1 − i)w. Since n(b) = 1, by Lemma 3.15 we can apply an automorphism given by a related triple that sends (b, ib) → x = (1, i1) and (b, −ib) → x ′ = (1, −i1), so we are done with this case. Second, consider the case n(w) = 0. Take λ, µ ∈ F such that λ 2 +µ 2 n(w) = 1 and µ = 1−2λ 2 2iλ . (Replace the expression of µ of the second equation in the first one, multiply by λ 2 to remove denominators, take a solution λ of this new equation, which exists because F is algebraically closed and is nonzero because n(w) = 0. Then take µ as in the second equation, which is well defined because λ = 0.) Moreover, it is clear that 2λ
2 − 1 = 0, because otherwise we would have µ = 0 and the first equation would not be satisfied. Set a = µw, so we have λ 2 + n(a) = 1 and therefore ϕ a,λ is an automorphism, that sends x → (b, ib), x → (γb, −iγb), where b = λ1 − iµw and γ = (λ + iµn(w))λ −1 (this is easy to check using the two equations satisfied by λ and µ). Note that n(b) = 2λ 2 − 1 = 0, so again we can compose with an automorphism given by a related triple to obtain ϕ(x) ∈ Fx and ϕ( x) ∈ Fx ′ . By the last paragraphs, we can assume that x = (1, i1) and x ′ = (1, −i1) are homogeneous elements. Therefore, im Q x = W , Q x (ker t x ) = V , im Q x ′ = W ′ and Q x ′ (ker t x ′ ) = V ′ are graded subspaces (where V , V ′ , W and W ′ are defined as above). Note that for each z ∈ C 0 , (z, iz) ∈ V is homogeneous if and only if (z, −iz) ∈ V ′ is homogeneous because Q x (z, −iz) = −2(z, iz) and Q x ′ (z, iz) = −2(z, −iz) for any z ∈ C 0 . On the other hand, if Z = (z, iz) is homogeneous for some z ∈ C, then n(z) = 0, because otherwise we would have Z ∈ O 1 by Lemma 3.21, which is not possible. Take a homogeneous element x 1 = (z 1 , iz 1 ) ∈ V . Since n(z 1 ) = 0, scaling x 1 we can assume that n(z 1 ) = 1. Also, x ′ 1 := Q x ′ (x 1 ) = (z 1 , −iz 1 ) ∈ V ′ is homogeneous. Since the trace is homogeneous, we can take a homogeneous element x 2 = (z 2 , iz 2 ) ∈ V ∩ ker t x ∩ ker t x ′ ∩ ker t x1 ∩ ker t x ′
1
. Note that n(z 1 , z 2 ) = 0 = n(1, z 2 ), and scaling x 2 if necessary, we will assume that n(z 2 ) = 1. Then x ′ 2 = (z 2 , −iz 2 ) ∈ V ′ is homogeneous. Furthermore, for any homogeneous elements (y i , ±iȳ i ), i = 1, 2, we have that {(y 1 , iȳ 1 ), (1, i1), (y 2 , −iȳ 2 )} = 2(y 1 y 2 , iy 1 y 2 ) is homogeneous too. Thus, in our case, (x 1 x 2 , ±ix 1 x 2 ) are homogeneous. Again, since the trace is homogeneous, we can take homogeneous elements x 3 = (z 3 , iz 3 ) and x ′ 3 = (z 3 , −iz 3 ), with n(z 3 ) = 1 and z 3 orthogonal to span{1, z 1 , z 2 , z 1 z 2 }. Notice that {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } are homogeneous elements generating a Z 3 2 -grading on C, and the elements {x, x ′ , x i , x ′ i | i = 1, 2, 3} generate an isotropic Cayley-Dickson grading on the bi-Cayley triple system. Note that there is only one orbit of isotropic Cayley-Dickson bases (up to constants) on T B , because the same is true for Cayley-Dickson bases (up to constants) on C. We can conclude the proof since Γ is fine.
Theorem 4.11. Any fine grading on the bi-Cayley triple system is equivalent to one of the three following nonequivalent gradings: the nonisotropic Cayley-Dickson Z Proof. This is a consequence of Lemmas 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.
Remark 4.12. We already know that the isotropic and nonisotropic Cayley-Dickson gradings on the bi-Cayley triple system are not equivalent. However, the isotropic Cayley-Dickson grading on the bi-Cayley pair (defined in the obvious way) and the (nonisotropic) Cayley-Dickson grading on the bi-Cayley pair are equivalent. This equivalence is given by the restriction of the automorphism in Equation (3.6) to the bi-Cayley pair defined on B = ι 2 (C) ⊕ ι 3 (C). 5. Induced gradings on Lie algebras e 6 and e 7
It is well-known that TKK(V B ) = e 6 and TKK(V A ) = e 7 . Recall that dim e 6 = 78 and dim e 7 = 133. We will study now the gradings induced by the TKK construction from the fine gradings on V B and V A . Note that the classification of fine gradings, up to equivalence, on all finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 is complete ([EK13, Chapters 3-6], [Eld16] , [Yu16] ). A classification of the fine gradings on e 6 , for the case F = C, can be found in [DV16] .
Recall that we always assume, unless otherwise stated, that the base field F is algebraically closed with char F = 2.
Recall that, if Γ is a grading on a finite-dimensional algebra A, a sequence of natural numbers (n 1 , n 2 , . . . ) is called the type of the grading Γ if there are exactly n i homogeneous components of dimension i, for i ∈ N. Note that dim A = i i · n i .
Proposition 5.1. The Cartan Z 6 -grading on the bi-Cayley pair extends to a fine grading with universal group Z 6 and type (72, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) on e 6 , that is, a Cartan grading on e 6 . Similarly, the Cartan Z 7 -grading on the Albert pair extends to a fine grading with universal group Z 7 and type (126, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) on e 7 , that is, a Cartan grading on e 7 .
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.13 and the fact that the only gradings up to equivalence with these universal groups on the Lie algebras are the Cartan gradings. (Recall that Cartan gradings on simple Lie algebras are induced by maximal tori. By [H75, Section 21.3], the maximal tori of Aut(e 6 ) are conjugate, so their associated Z 6 -gradings on e 6 must be equivalent. The same holds for the Z 7 -gradings on e 7 .)
Proposition 5.2. The Cayley-Dickson Z 2 × Z 3 2 -grading on the bi-Cayley pair extends to a fine grading with universal group Z 2 × Z 3 2 and type (48, 1, 0, 7) on e 6 . Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.13, except for the type, which we will now compute. Set e = (0, 0,0,0,0) and write L = e 6 , V = V B . If ν(x, y) ∈ L Note that there are 8 homogeneous components with degrees g = (1, −1, t) for t ∈ Z 3 2 , and 8 more with degrees g = (−1, 1, t) for t ∈ Z The rest of homogeneous components span a subspace of dimension 133−55 = 78 (actually, a subalgebra isomorphic to e 6 ) and support {(0, g) | 0 = g ∈ Z 3 3 }, and since its homogeneous components are clearly in the same orbit under the action of Aut Γ (see Theorem 6.4 and its proof for more details), each of them must have dimension 78/26 = 3.
Weyl groups
Now we will compute the Weyl groups of the fine gradings on the Jordan pairs and triple systems of types bi-Cayley and Albert.
